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COP budget hits low point
By Ron Vieira
JOURNAL STAFF
A combination of budget con­
straints and increased club activity 
pressed the Council of Presidents 
(COP) into action on Tuesday, Janu­
ary 31, as a number of event funding 
options were debated and discussed 
in an emergency session.
One of the purposes of COP, 
according to its constitution, is to 
recommend budget appropriations 
for SGA (Student Government Asso­
ciation) funded organizations. Typi­
cally, the Executive Board reviews 
events proposed by the 25 currently 
active student clubs and organiza­
tions.
Since COP began in 1973, the 
method for allocating or distributing 
funds was based upon the notion of 
“first come, first serve,” according to 
COP Chairperson Arlene Santiago.
This approach to allocating funds 
was abandoned this semester when 
COP discovered that it had $6,563 
yet to be allocated for club activities. 
This amount is expected to increase 
once participating clubs report what 
they actually spent on events last 
semester. Usually, clubs spend less 
than is allocated.
Nevertheless, there was concern 
among the members and leadership 
that “business as usual” could not 
continue this semester.
As a result, in a previous meet­
ing, Santiago outlined three options 
to deal with the restrictive budget 
situation:
1) Divide the remaining amount 
by the number of active student or­
ganizations, which would limit each 
to approximately $295.
2) Divide what’s left by the 
amount of events that COP estimated 
will be held during the course of the 
spring. Unlike option one, combina­
tions in club sponsorship wouldn’t 
be allowed.
3) Divide the funds by meeting. 
Because COP has seven meetings 
scheduled, $930 would be available 
for allocation during any given meet­
ing.
After some deliberation, a vote 
was taken on the three options. Of 
the 15 members that attended, 11 
voted for the first option, two picked
the second option and one chose the 
third.
Although the previous meeting 
was punctuated with heated debate, 
most members expressed their ap­
proval of the choice of option one, 
including representatives of GALAS 
(Gay And Lesbian Alliance at Suf­
folk), despite their openly advocat­
ing the option of allocation by event.
“I thought the council handled 
the matter very well, very profes­
sionally,” remarked John Sullivan, 
President of GALAS. “It wasn’t what 
we wanted to do, but I think Council 
did a very good job of making the 
decision and implementing it.”
“Although option one was not 
the option that GALAS had voted 
for,” commented Greg Lanza, “I see 
that, as usual, COP came together as 
a group; they made a decision to­
gether after a lot of debate.” Lanza 
also believes that COP “won’t face 
any major problems, as long as they 
stick together.”
Other ideas about how to deal 
with COP budget problems will be 
explored in upcoming meetings. One 
of these ideas, setting aside funds for 
the development of fundraising ac­
tivity, was suggested and discussed.
Besides constitutional consider­
ations, some members were con­
cerned about the feasibility of fund­
raisers. “Fundraising for COP is not 
profitable,” said Jim Pagano, Presi­
dent of College Republicans. “We’ve 
seen individual organizations that 
have fundraising, and the amount of 
money that’s actually put into the 
coffers isn’t a lot.”
A suggestion to limit allocations 
to those organizations that submit 
event reports in a timely manner was 
voiced by Sullivan. This idea, voted 
on and passed unanimously, would 
force those clubs that want alloca­
tions for events in the spring to sub­
mit spending reports for events that 
were held in the previous semester.
As the emergency meeting drew 
to a close, members were relieved 
that the process of agonizing over 
the choice of options was over. Di­
ego Portillo, President of the Interna­
tional Students Association, quipped 
“we’ve done more voting than we’ve 
ever done. As Arlene said before, 
‘Today, we’re like SGA.’”
Photo by Erskine Plummer
Jim Pagano, president of College Republicans, livens up COP 
emergency session.
"CBS This Morning" comes to Hub
By Christine Scafidi
JOURNAL STAFF
It’s funny what can come out of 
a lazy day in front of the TV. A 
sudden commercial promoting the 
live broadcast of “CBS This Morn­
ing” from Boston became very inter­
esting. So interesting that a 5 am 
wake up call seemed necessary; the 
purchase Of five rolls of film too. 
What’s there to know about CBS 
This Morning anyway?
The cast and crew of the popular 
morning TV show camp out in Bos­
ton Sunday, January 29 until Wednes­
day February 1. Historic Faneuil Hall 
will be the center of the excitement 
for the three day live broadcast.
Harry Smith, Paula Zahn, and 
Mark McEwen are taking Boston by 
storm to help boost ratings for the 
local CBS affiliate. Executive pro­
ducer Jim Murphy introduced him­
self, and suddenly schmoozing with 
an Emmy Award winning producer 
made getting up at 5 am worthwhile.
When asked why the New York 
based show chose to broadcast live 
from Boston, the producer explained 
that it had to do with the affiliate 
switch.
Some of the subjects that the first 
broadcast on Monday highlighted
were the Brookline Clinic shootings. 
Senator Ted Kennedy, the new 
Shawmut Center, and the Central 
Artery Project. Zahn and Smith even 
went to the Union Oyster House to 
make clam chowder.
Tammy Toal, a print news gradu­
ate from The University of Maine, is 
the news clerk for the producers re­
search staff. She’s up at 4 am re­
searching and preparing the features 
for the shows and upcoming seg­
ments. The show will air Monday 
through Friday from 7 to 9 am. “It’s 
a nice change of pace, it’s good to get 
out of the studio routine now and 
then,” commented Toal.
Film critic veteran Gene Siskel 
dropped by to do a short segment on
MORNING
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Harry Smith and Paula Zahn of "CBS This Morning' 
Boston's Faneuil Hall.
Photo by Christine Scafidi
perform their show live from
® MORNING
Continued from page 1
movies connected somehow 
to Boston. What can one ask 
of a film critic of 26 years ? 
How about that seven bucks 
? “I don’t mind paying $7.25 
to see a movie. I get reim­
bursed!” When asked if he 
wanted to attend a Public 
Relations class at 10 AM in 
Ridgeway, Siskel replied, “I 
wish I could, it sounds like it 
would be more fun than what 
I’ve got to do.” (An inter­
view with Roger Ebert.)
Harry Smith, co-anchor, 
bounced by, bright and 
cheery. When complimented 
on his good mood, he had 
this to say: “I’m not a morn­
ing person, I just play one on 
TV ill” Chatting with Harry, 
he discusses how often he’s 
been in and out of Boston in 
the past two weeks. He then 
excused himself by saying 
“Excuse me for a moment. 
I’ve got to go be on TV.”
A morning well spent in 
a lively and exciting envi­
ronment. It seemed as though 
the morning could not have 
gone any better. Who thought 
getting right up close to the 
cast of a national morning 
news program could be so 
simple?
Thank you to the CBS 
press corespondent Liz Jo- 
sephson and to Tammy Toal 
for being so hospitable and 




to assist with proof reading 
papers and text book 
reading
Readers will be paid 
$5.00 per hour 
Call Mike McDermott 
at (617) 354-8935





Be a Part of one of the Most Influential 
Groups on Campus
If YOU are interested in:
Keeping Tuition low Deciding how Student
Activities Allocates your
Money
Protecting the interests Developing Good
of Suffolk Students Leadership Skills
Learning About Budgets Meeting Many New
People
.... And Much More
student Government Association
Nomination Packets are available 
in the Student Activities Office. 
They are due on February 23rd
If you Choose not to run 
Help us Make the Spring 
Elections our Largest Everl!
Be Sure to Attend the Election Convention Speeches 
on March 2nd and Vote on March 6th - 9th
:-:z
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Photo by Paul Johnson
Photos from Suffolk Alumnus Paul Johnson's photo essay, "Viewpoint," currentiy on 
display in the Communications Department, Ridgeway buiiding, fourth floor, (also on 
previous page.)




Are you up for some cul­
ture? Want to see something 
interesting? Go to the 
Ridgeway Building and see a 
very interesting and very 
open-minded prospective on 
alcohol.
Titled “Viewpoint,” the 
photo essay by Paul Johnson, 
an alumnus of the Communi­
cations department, is based 
around the two sides of drink­
ing alcohol. “It’s the kind of 
thing that can be good and 
bad,” said Johnson.







Aiihor Title PA Price
1 Aim.1 j U9irW"y> KBJ 0.9S
i KoldwtlLJ : Fkf Next r«M (HMt) RH 12.50
1 StUSloll.P ‘ Life Notes NORT 1 12.00
j Cornoy.M . FoM DrK>! (HUc) CAMB 29.95
[ CoirolU ‘ 1 Knew Wbat Red Clay Looks Like RH 12.00
; CliM«y",F Om'I BrfMve H« Hype NAL 1 10.95
Cose,£ : Rage Of A Privileged Closs HPR ! 12.00
' Cowo^T ruDeCnes Of Afrxon Amerkon History BERK 1 IS.OO
' Dennis ' Block History For Beginners PGW 1 9.95
1 Oyioii Making Mokolw (Hbk) OXF 1 19.95
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’ Golnes.P Looghing In TTie Dork (Hbk) : RH 1 24.00
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His introduction, in print 
on the wall before his first 
photo, explains his reason 
for choosing this subject.
“Alcohol, alcohol every­
where but should I or should 
T not drink.” That certainly 
seems to be the question for 
many people at some point in 
time. Some can answer it 
easier than others. What’s so 
wrong with it?
“What’s right about it?” 
answers Johnson, “Jesus cer­
tainly had no moral dilemma 
when creating between 120 
and 180 gallons of wine for a 
group of people who, from 
the story in the Bible, already 
appeared to be quite intoxi­
cated.
“These are questions that 
each of us must deal with 
personally, no one else can 
answer such questions for 
us.”
Answer your own ques­
tion. Check out Paul 
Johnson’s Photo Essay 
“Viewpoint” on the fourth 
floor of the Ridgeway Build­
ing from now until February 
15th.
Leold
by Roger & Salem Salloom 
/ told you how I bit a kid at 
school when I was a little boy. I think 
at one point in a little boy's life he 
thinks he's a dog.
My mouth was very close to 
his arm. It was easier to bite him 
than punch him.
/ think biting someone really 
gets the point across.
Can't you see the headlines,
PRESIDENT OF KOREA 
BITES
PRESIDENT CLINTON
BOTH FEEL MUCH BETTER 
world tension eases.
Clothing doesn't taste good....but 
it's a small price to pay.
Classifieds
SPRING BREAK 1995 
JAMAICA & FLORIDA!
Negril & Montego Bay still 
available from $439. Panama 
City and Daytona Beach from 
$129. Call STS today @ 
1-800-648-4849.
MAN SEEKING WOMAN
5'U" nice build, dark haired, 
brown-eyed Greek man looking 
for a quiet female who likes sports, 
walking, romantic dinners and just 
relaxing. Must be a non-smoker, 
non-drinker. Race not important. 
Females under 18 need not reply.
Call 523-9153 or 523-9288, 
ask for John Greek or stop by the 
Fenton Lounge
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“True Lies” Heats up Home Video for the Winter
By Justin Grieco and 
Jennifer Michael
JOURNAL STAFF
Need something to thaw 
the cold, long winter nights 
this season? Here’s a list of 
recent home video hits; there 




Jamie Lee Curtis and Tom 
Arnold star in this non-stop 
spy adventure with more than 
its share of comedy, romance, 
suspense and heart-stopping 
thrills. Just a hint to Suffolk 
students, Eliza Dushku the 
daughter of Suffolk’s gov­
ernment professor Judy 
Dushku plays the in-peril 
daughter of Shwarzenegger.
“Wolf’
Jack Nicholson and 
Michelle Pfieffer are en­
tangled in a rocky relation­
ship. She is a rich, spoiled 
rebel; he is a book editor 
abouttolosehisjob....oh....he 
is also a werewolf! Mike 
Nichol’s romantic thriller is 
classy, intelligent entertain­




Jim Carrey is amazing as 
a loser who puts on an an­
cient Norse mask to become 
a cartoonish superhero. The 
special effects are mind­
blowing and more then make 
up for the slim plot. A fun 
flick for the entire family. 
GRADE: B
“Natural Born Killers” 
Oliver Stone’s frantic vi­
sual assault is nothing short 
of a masterwork. Woody 
Harrelson and Juliet Lewis 
give dynamic performances 
as two young lovers on a 
killing spree. This commen­
tary on the state of media and 
society is one of the smartest 




Bruce Willis and Jane 
March star in this psycho 
sexual stupidity. A pseudo- 
thiller which never makes 
sense, is poorly acted, and
well.... this isn’t even worth
talking about. Brain dead 
trash right from the start, 
when one of Willis’ patients 
tosses herself out a window 
at the beginning of the movie. 




Sweet, romantic comedy 
is almost too nice for it’s own 
good. However, solid per­
formances from Nicholas 
Cage, Bridget Fonda and 
Rosie Perez and some funny 





sidekick Roger Avery, di­
rected this fast paced offshoot 
to “ReservoirDogs”. It’s vio­
lent and filled with attitude 
and will most likely please 
fans of “Dogs” and “Pulp 
Fiction”. Eric Stoltz and Julie 
Delpy are quite good in their 




This lame action flick is a 
little less annoying as a video 
rental but not enough. A 
dumb script and corny jokes 
only enhance the toilet-hu­
mor quality of the whole pro­




Coming soon to video, 
the greatest animated motion 
picture of all time. Disney 
has outdone themselves with 
this powerful, extravagant 
tale of the coming-of-age of a 
young lion named Simba. 
Inspired celebrity voicing and 
soaring musical numbers 
combine and make “The 






Photo courtesy 20th Century Fox
Arnold Schwarzenegger stars as super-spy Harry Tasker in "True Lies," now available 
on video from 20th Century Fox.
Throwing Muses and The Stone 
Roses Make Comeback Albums
By Justin Grieco
JOURNAL STAFF
Many bands face prob­
lems during their careers in 
music. Problems arise such 
as band members departures, 
record contract or company 
disagreements and just cre­
ative differences between 
band members.
Two groups, “Throwing 
Muses” and “The Stone 
Roses” took a break from 
making music for a while 
and now release two new al­
bums which prove band 
problems do not necessarily 
signal the end of talent.
The Throwing Muses 
new album “University” is
the Newport, RI band’s sixth 
album and the latest effort 
since the reorganization of 
the group. The band no longer 
includes Belly member Tanya 
Donely, but is still fronted by 
longtime band leader Kristin 
Hersh.
The album is a subtle rock 
collection which greatly dif­
fers from previous Muses al­
bums. The sound is more 
consistent, less sporadic and 
takes on a muted tone 
throughout. This may disap­
point die-hard Muses fans, 
but Hersh’s lyric still provide 
mind bubble gum for days 
and the music is pure gut 
crunching guitar rock, espe­
cially on the album’s first
single “Bright Yellow Gun.”
The Stone Roses took six 
years to produce their sopho­
more effort “The Second 
Coming”, but the British four­
some seems as ambitious as 
ever. The combo of catchy, 
laid-back rock and acid- 
house techno is a bit difficult 
to warm up to at first and the 
band runs into the suicidal 
problem of too many songs 
having a similar sound, but 
the first single “Love 
Spreads” is a killer and the 
album includes unique sound 




“The Stone Roses” B
New Network Joins TV Offerings: The Launch of UPN
By Ian Spelling 
College Press Service
It had been said by many 
a supposed expert that the 
advent of cable television 
would result in the slow, pain­
ful death of network televi­
sion. Simply put, the experts 
were wrong.
NBC. ABC and CBS are 
doing just fine, thank you. 
Meanwhile, the Fox Broad­
casting Company, on the air 
since 1987, has grown by 
leaps and bounds and most
recently made news by snag­
ging NFL football coverage 
away from CBS.
Now the launch of two 
new networks this month 
have added to the alphabet 
soup of the airwaves. Warner 
Bros.’s WB debuted Jan. 11, 
followed a week later by 
Paramount’s United Para­
mount Network or UPN.
UPN hit the airwaves on 
Jan. 16 with the debut of the 
eagerly awaited “Star Trek: 
Voyager,” the latest “Trek”
spinoff. Among UPN’s other 
shows, unveiled Jan. 17, are 
the Hawaii-based action-ad­
venture “Marker,” with Ri­
chard Grieco as a young man 
who must repay the debts left 
behind by his dead father, 
and “The Watcher,” a Las 
Vegas-based anthology se­
ries with the rapper Sir Mix- 
A-Lot as its mysterious host.
It doesn’t take more than
UPN
continued on page 5
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a quick glance at the UPN’s slate of 
shows to realize that the network is 
going after television audiences in 
the all-important 18-34 age group, a 
demographic of prime interest to 
advertisers. Within that demographic, 
of course are millions of college 
students.’’The college-age group is 
very important to us, especially with 
our programs,” acknowledges Lucie 
Salhany, UPN’s president and chief 
executive officer. “We’re gearing 
towards that audience. We’re trying 
to get younger shows, younger casts, 
more action. Our shows, so far reflect 
that.”
UPN’s sitcoms, “Platypus Man,” 
with funnyman Richard Jeni as a 
single cooking show host, and “Pig 
Sty,” an ensemble comedy about five 
twenty-something bachelors sharing 
an apartment in New York City, both 
began Jan. 23, following “Voyager.”
“If you look across the board (at 
the other networks) at, for example, 
eight o’clock, you see softer pro­
gramming, more female-oriented pro­
gramming. We’ll be a little more 
action-oriented, somewhat more 
male-oriented. That’s not to say we’ll 
be turning off women. ‘Voyager’ is 
certainly one of the purest demo- 
graphically split of all our shows. It 
will appeal to both young men and 
women. ‘Marker,’ we think we’ll be 
action-adventure against softer, older, 
female-oriented shows.”
Another show that seems espe­
cially likely to pull college students
. to their TV is “Pig Sty,” which fea­
tures five handsome guys crammed 
into a small New York apartment. 
The guys are at that time of life where 
they’re just kick-starting their ca­
reers, shirking responsibility, dating 
up a storm, and for economic rea­
sons, rooming together. Along for 
the fun is Liz Vassey as Tess, the 
sexy building superintendent. One 
of the guys likes her, but Tess won’t 
give him the time of the day. So, he 
keeps breaking things, forcing her to 
frequently visit the apartment. Of 
course, she wouldn’t bother coming 
to fix things personally if she didn’t, 
deep-down, actually like the guy, 
but that’s a subject to be tackled later.
“I sort of balance out the testoster­
one level on the set and on the show,” 
notes the friendly Vassey, whom 
“E.R” fans will remember for her 
recurring roles as the nymphoma­
niac with a passion for doctors. “The 
guys are great. I think the show is 
very real in its own way, as real as a 
sitcom can get. Guys should like it 
and be able to relate to it. Most of the 
guys on the show with me have lived 
with other men in a house, and they 
say the show’s stories are a lot like 
what they went through. So, I’m ex­
cited and I’m hoping that we’ll catch 
on.”
Rob Long and Dan Staley, who 
previously teamed to produce the 
last few seasons of “Cheers,” write 
and produce “Pig Sty.” Both men 
report that UPN has given them the 






Applications available at the Student 
Activities Center. All tapes are due in by 
February 15, 1995. The event will take 
place March 3, 1995 in the C. Walsh 
Theatre.
Benefit for Children with AIDS.
get away with more than, say, 
“Friends,” an NBC show not too 
dissimilar to “Sty.” Also, they ex­
plain, because UPN is new, chances 
are the network will stick by the 
show even if it takes time to find an 
audience.
“We’re trying to go for a classic- 
style ensemble comedy,” says Long. 
“We’re trying to build a strong en­
semble with a lot of group stuff, the 
type of show where people have a 
favorite character or two. We wanted 
characters we hadn’t seen before, so 
we also wanted actors who were 
young, enthusiastic and who you 
maybe hadn’t seen so much before. 
That’s what we got, and we’re going 
from there.”
Behind the scenes at UPN, things 
are moving fast, as one might expect 
when an upstart tries to take on the 
big guns. UPN, in order to be worthy 
of being called a network, had to 
ferret out enough independent sta­
tions around the country willing to 
become affiliates and carry its pro­
gramming.
Complicating matters was the fact 
that ABC, NBC, CBS, Fox and espe­
cially UPN’s main rival, the new 
Warner Bros, network, which was 
launched Jan. 11, also were vying 
for affiliates. By the time WB de­
buted, it had amassed 50 affiliates, 
while UPN had secured 100 affili­
ates. Both networks claim to be avail­
able to more than 80 percent of 
American households with TV sets.
Now that UPN is up and running.
Salhany is thinking long-term. Be­
ginning Jan. 23, UPN will air Satur­
day afternoon movies from 
Paramount’s archives. More nights 
of programming are planned and fu­
ture series will include “Legend,” a 
Western with former “MacGyver” 
star Richard Dean Anderson in the 
lead, and a show about virtual reality 
created by “Star Trek” star Leonard 
Nimoy.
“Michael Sullivan (UPN’s presi­
dent of entertainment) and I are look­
ing for shows that will reach that 
young demo. If we could have any 
shows from any of the networks, 
we’d have a lot of the hits,” jokes 
Salhany, laughing, as the conversa­
tion about UPN’s beginning comes 
to an end, “but I’d also want proto­
type shows like ‘E.R.’ ‘X-Files,’ 
‘Seinfeld’ and ‘NYPD Blue.’ Those 
are the types of shows we’d strive to 
have.
“We are in the demographics busi­
ness, not a household (ratings) busi­
ness. People buy products and watch 
television, not households. So you 
want a strong demographic, one that’s 
saleable, that will grow with you, and 
one that will accept your branding. 
When you look at the demographic a 
‘X-Files’ has, that’s what we want for 
UPN. More stations are signing up. 
We’ll be very patient. Growth will 
take time. We’re very sober about 
that. There is not timetable set for 
(success). We’re going to see how it 





Suffolk Universil/s Development Office, iocoteo at One Beacon Street, needs 
enifiusiosiic and ambitious students to assist us in our tund-noising efforts for the ) 994­
1995 Annual Fund Drive. By working at our phonoinon. cci::ng aiumni for donations, 
you will be learning about telemarketing in an exciting e.nvircnmenr. '/mile contributing 
b the University's growth and development.
This is a great opportunity for any student bom v/ort<-siucfv ana non-work study. 
Salary is S6.90/hour. Flexible day and evening nours ore available b tit your class 
schedule.
If you are interested, please call Carolyn or Michelle in the Develop­
ment Office, (617) 51^3-8452 or 8453 for additionai information. We 
look forward to hearing from youi
We "kick off" on March oth!
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Editorials
.If”I love a protest
The South Boston Allied War Veterans just don’t get
It.
The Annual South Boston St. Patrick’s Day parade 
is on again, but this time the tone of the parade has been 
changed. Instead of a celebration of Irish culture and 
nationality, it is now a protest against the court’s decision 
ordering the promoters of the parade to include GLIB, 
the gay and lesbian group that has tried for the past few 
years to march in the parade.
Unofficially, the parade will be much the same as it 
has always been. Except for black armbands on some of 
the participants, the Southie tradition will feature the 
same marching bands and politicians as in years before.
The only difference will be the exclusion of GLIB.
It was the decision of the court that the St. Patrick’s 
Day Parade is a public event; it uses public streets and 
has always been open to anyone of Irish descent or 
nationality. In fact, many participants, such as marching 
bands from high schools throughout Massachusetts, have 
not been strictly Irish, but have been allowed to partici­
pate anyway.
By altering the tone of the parade to one of protest 
instead of celebration, the Veterans have proved them­
selves to be openly bigoted. They have found a legal 
loophole that allows their prejudice to have a legal 
expression.
It’s a sad day for those who are Irish and free of 
prejudice. The parade will no longer be the fun celebra­
tion it used to be. Instead, it has become a monument to 
narrow-mindedness and outmoded ideas of exclusion 
and discrimination.
This year’s St. Patrick’s Day will be a sad day for the 
Irish.
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“Compromise is the vasoline of political intercourse.”
- Professor John Cavanagh, History professor, in 
his Civil War History class.
OJ overkill
The trial of OJ Simpson has been called “the most 
spectacular trial of the century.” The main reason it has 
become so spectacular is due to the media hype that has 
surrounded the proceedings from day one: all the way 
from the white Bronco chase to the opening of the 
“secret envelope.”
Enough already. This trial has been on the news 
constantly, and on the front pages of most newspapers 
(in Boston, especially the Boston Herald), and has been 
blown into the biggest trial in recent memory.
Is the trial of OJ Simpson worthy of all this hype? 
Not quite. It is a case involving domestic violence and 
murder, and, except for the fame and renown of the 
defendant, probably would have garnered no more than 
a blurb on page 58 of any newspaper.
Is reporting on the trial itself news? Because of OJ’s 
fame, to a certain degree, it is. However, the constant 
barrage of news and reports, ranging from discovery of 
new evidence to the secrets of Robert Shapiro’s love life, 
are little more than the media’s feeding the flames of 
interest into an inferno of its own making.
Hopefully the verdict will come soon, and the story 
will slowly move off the front pages and special news 
reports.
Or are we prepared for “OJ’s Jail Term: Day 356?”
Letters
Think of your future
Dear Editor,
This letter is not in response to any stories 
or editorials from the paper, this is about a 
worldwide epidemic that is attacking the 
young adult age group with a fury. This 
epidemic is AIDS.
I am sure that there are people out there 
who are rolling their eyes thinking they 
know all they want to know about this dis­
ease and they are sick of hearing about it. I 
agree with you, I am sick of hearing about 
how AIDS is assaulting young adults now 
more than ever. I am sick of knowing that 
despite all the publicity and education out 
there about this disease, people are still not 
protecting themselves.
I am 21 years old and I do not have AIDS, 
but it scares me to think that people I know 
may not be here five years from now because 
they didn’t protect themselves one night. I 
am not blaming the men more than the 
women or vice versa. I think that if two 
consenting adults engage in sexual activity, 
they should protect themselves; they both 
have that responsibility. The fact remains, it 
only takes one time to get AIDS and that one 
time, you could save your life by wearing a 
piece of latex.
PASSERI
continued on page 8
Public Enemy #1
I smoke.
Lighting a cigarette in the United States is 
becoming one of the most punished crimes 
nowadays. The right to smoke in a free 
country like this is almost not possible any 
longer. Smoking is one of the current contro­
versial issues of everyday life, and new laws 
are being passed in order to forbid the per­
sonal freedom of the individual within this 
country.
Once 1 decided to come to the United 
States and become an American resident, I 
decided to get involved in the whole cultural 
atmosphere of the United States: “time is 
money,” “work out,” “fat-free food” and 
“make smoking history.”
I wanted to quit smoking and make it 
history as well, until the moment I felt in­
sulted, isolated and most of all depreciated. I 
was turned into a convict in a society that 
categorizes me as a public enemy or an 
endangered species. My crime: I am a smoker.
On the other hand, guns can be bought in 
every single corner of this country. It is sad 
that I have to be isolated as a social pest in a 
coffee shop when the great “healthy” fellow 
in the non-smoking area could easily be 
hiding a gun under his jacket.
SORIA
continued on page 8
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KiU the biU
Mike ShawM
There is a really big de­
bate taking place in Wash­
ington this week; that being 
the controversy surrounding 
the so-called “Balanced Bud­
get Amendment.” It has 
passed the House of Repre­
sentatives, and has moved 
into the Senate. If it passes 
there, the amendment would 
then move on to the states. 
For the Amendment to be 
placed into the Constitution 
along with such fundamental 
rights as the Freedom of 
Speech, Assembly, and the 
right to Bear Arms, it would 
need the ratification of three- 
fifths of all the states.
This Amendment is a 
joke.
First off, it gives the Presi­
dent the power, should the 
budget go into the red after it 
is passed by Congress, to step 
in and balance it himself. 
“...The President shall ensure 
that the actual outlays do not 
exceed the outlays set 
forth...” Now it’s great to think 
that our current president 
would never think of levying 
taxes or cutting programs 
without the consent of Con­
gress, but how can we be 
sure that future presidents will 
not?
One of the reasons that 
our founding fathers wrote 
the constitution was because 
King George III, along with 
Parliament, was putting taxes 
on the colonies without giv­
ing those colonies any form 
of representation. Men like 
James Madison wanted the 
House of Representatives, 
which was more attuned to 
what the people wanted than 
the Senate because senators 
was elected by the states’ leg­
islatures and not the people 
directly, to be the sole appro- 
priator of funds. This amend­
ment would clearly shift that 
power to the President’s of­
fice, and would upset the 
delicate system of checks and 
balances which our country 
is based upon.
But lets say, for the sake 
of argument, that this shift of 
power is not an issue. Then it 
becomes an issue of states’ 
rights. How, you ask? Well, 
lets say that the budget is in 
the red. Something must be 
cut, or some states must foot 
the bill on some social pro­
gram. Who will have the hard­
est time? Why the small states, 
of course.
Just think about it. If there 
is ever a need to cut a pro­
gram, the President can al­
ways pick on a small state. 
There would be little to stop 
him. Politically, states like 
Delaware, Rhode Island and 
Oklahoma would not have 
the votes to fight him, and 
even in Congress, their 
smaller population causes 
them to have fewer represen­
tatives and, as a result, they 
have less clout in Washing­
ton.
Want to hear something 
else? Not only is this Amend­
ment a joke, but it is also 
pointless. And here is why. 
The Congress, which is cur­
rently controlled by the evil, 
conservative Republicans, 
could pass bills that would 
force the budget into the red 
with a simple three-fifths vote. 
“No bill to increase receipts 
shall become law unless ap­
proved by a three-fifths ma­
jority of both houses of Con­
gress.” Now my question is 
this: What is the point of an 
amendment to the Constitu­
tion, which is a collection of 
absolutes, that can be cir-
SHAW
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Hell no, I won't go, 
says Jim
Jim Behrie
There I was, swinging at 
the Daily Grind Coffee House 
one night. Dark Roast in my 
mouth, Elvis Costello in my 
ear, all my Marlboro miles 
spread out before me (600 
more miles and I can send 
away for the Marlboro Che­
motherapy machine). All and 
all, everything was going my 
way.
And then, Blammo, 
baby! Reality Bites!
What’s the front page of 
last week’s green Suffolk 
Journal say? Well, nothing 
really. But it says that SGA 
meetings are about as 
crowded as a blood drive.
So, wait one cotton-pick­
ing minute. I spent forty-five 
seconds in September to vote 
people into SGA just to have 
them turn around and blow 
off meetings? Thanks, guys. 
I could have done that my­
self.
I’ve been going to this 
school for seventeen years 
now. How many SGA meet­
ings have I gone to? Zippo. 
Why you ask? No Twinkees. 
No Fresca.
SGA’s attendance prob­
lems come as a surprise to 
nobody. SGA meetings are 
about as much fun as, well, 
COP meetings. Just imagine 
going to a College Republi­
cans’ meeting and being on 
fire the entire time. That’s 
SGA.
So, as a favor to the Presi­
dent of the Student Body, 
I’ve decided to map out 
Project Populate!
Following my helpful 
hints, the President of the Stu­
dent Body will have room­
fuls of concerned students, 
ready to get her donuts or do
her homework.
Expensive guest speak­
ers: Want to spice up boring 
parliamentary events? Just 
add Don Knotts!
You’ll have people trip­
ping over themselves look­
ing to better their University 
with celebrity guest spots 
from Chevy Chase, Jocelyn 
Elders, or Captain Steubing.
Big-time stars could raise 
the stature of SGA to a strato­
sphere worthy of such a fine 
body. It would also divert 
attention from the otherwise 
boring and pointless agenda!
Big time food: For just a 
few dollars more, SGA could 
have a nice Triscuit and on­
ion dip spread at every meet­
ing!
Roll in those calzones! 
Everybody loves calzones! 
SGA will have to take reser­
vations.
People will munch away, 
unaware that anyone is 
speaking. You can’t have a 
bad time when your mouth is 
full of flat Pepsi! People will 
start a “bunny hop” line! SGA 
meeting? More like a party, 
baby!
Music: Falling asleep at 
meetings will be a rarity with 
back ground music supplied 
by Guns n’ Roses.
What happens during 
heavy bickering and back- 
stabbing? Play “We are the 
World.” There will be hugs 
all around! Everyone will 
spontaneously turn into Care 
Bears!
During particularly poi­
gnant moments, one could 
play “the 1812 Overture” to 
emphasize a point. It is sci­
entifically proven that people 
can endure any kind of tor­
ture, just as long as they have
peppy tunes. Think about it, 
Erika!
Field trips: That SGA of­
fice is a morgue. Let’s face it, 
it just isn’t big enough to 
hold capacity crowds! A 
change of scenery is in or­
der! Want to grab hold of 
people and never let go? Hold 
meetings in Orlando. Or Rio 
de Janeiro. The Russian space 
station is open on weekends!
SGA could join the ad­
ventures of the Starship Voy­
ager, 70 years out of Federa­
tion space. Talk about inter 
cultural! I say anything that 
gets SGA off Suffolk prop­
erty is a step in the right di­
rection.
Mass hypnosis: Stillhav­
ing trouble finding takers? I 
say post hypnotic suggestion 
is the way to go.
You know: “You’re get­
ting sleepy! Sleeeeepy! 
When you awake you will 
feel refreshed. You will be 
lying in a field of daisies, 
talking about the Suffolk re­
cycling program with Cindy 
Crawford.” It’s painless, and 
best of all, it can’t be used 
against SGA at trial! Spike 
the bubbler water with a will­
power-sapping juice!
Slip a mickey to the en­
tire Suffolk community!
You’ll have a brand new 
army of Suffolk zombies, 
ready to carry out your every 
wish and command. Let’s 
just say SGA will be able to 
fill the Orange Bowl with 
mindless members!
Dancing girls: Who
could resist meetings where 
“the student body” was well 
represented? Add a chorus
BEHRLE
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Voices of Suffolk By Christian Engier and Erskine Piummer
How do you feel about the production of "Cryptogram" featuring director David 
Mamet and starring Ed Begley Jr. coming to Suffolk?
"Anything that brings 
positive publicity to Suffolk 
will shed more light on the 




"I think it will be a great 
opportunity for students to 
see the work of profession­




"I believe this play could 
and will unite many students 
and shed a new cultural 




"This play is a fresh, exciting 
boost for the Suffolk drama 
department. This play will 





"The idea of a play of this 
magnitude coming to Suffolk 
wil enhance not only the 
school, but the faculty and 
students as well, and that 
alone is a good feeling." 
Mohammed Faisal 
Junior
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Continued from page 7 
cumvented relatively easily?
Probably because it is a 
political ploy by the Republi­
cans in Congress who are 
trying to keep their unrealis­
tic “Contract With America.” 
Those aloof morons on 
Gingrich’s leash are rallying 
behind this because they all 
think that putting their names 
on anything that says “Bal­
anced Budget” will get them 
reelected. They know that this 
will never be passed by the 
states. They know that the 
public will see the problems 
with it, but they went ahead 
with it anyway.
The politicians in Wash­
ington have once again 
proved that they really care 
about little, save for their own
careers.
® BEHRLE
Continued from page 7
line and dancing cats you got 
“SGA” the musical!
Serve beer: Who needs 
the Red Hat, when you can 
go as close as the Student 
Activities building for 
Guinness? Getting drunk 
during tuition debates is what 
Gleason Archer had in mind 
when he built this joint! 
Don’t forget pistachios and 
onion rings!
Extortion, thuggery, 
threats and mayhem: Erika, 
if you’ve tried all these hints 
and still you have empty seats, 
I say it’s time to get serious!
Put SGA folks on big 
squiggly leashes. Some­
body’s late? Give that rope a 
yank! Stage late night raids 
of absent members homes. 
Put ‘em in a bag, and don’t let 
them out till Tuesday’s meet­
ing! It works for Venture.
Kidnap SGA family 
members and use them as 
bargaining chips. “Let’s just 
say if you don’t show up at 
1:00 on Tuesday, Mommy is 
going to be pushing the little 
daises!”
Plant microchips beneath 
members’ ears, so you can 
broadcast SGA speeches 
straight into people’s spinal 
cords! Talk about conve­
nient! Now nobody’s ab­
sent, baby!
Well, I hope you’ve been 
taking notes. Executive 
Board. Follow my instruc­
tions and you’ll be swim­
ming in bodies. Ignore them 
and you guys will be spend­
ing a lot of time doing what­
ever it is you guys do right 
now.
What is it you do, by the 
way?
I must have forgotten, 
baby!
^ave We Got a Job 
I for You!!
The Student Government Association is 
Announcing Openings in Every Class
If You Missed the Elections Last Year 
or Just Didn’t Know if SGA was for You
mrirommik a
h-»; ‘
If You Know You or 
Want to Join Us...
If You Just Want More 
Information...
Come to the Next Meeting of the
Student Government Association
Every Tuesday at 1:00 p.m. in Sawyer 423
or
Call the SGA Hotline at 573 - 8322
T«6 MlCHTi MORPH'MC-
Power.
Geowe TfflE WiTHooT 
, H<(r WATERi i
® PASSERI
Continued from page 6
I am not suggesting that 
people should not have sex, I 
am merely suggesting that 
you should think of yourself 
and think of your future. I 
know that I am young and I 
have my whole life ahead of 
me like all of you do, but 
think, one night could take 
all of that away. Is it worth 
trading thirty minutes of un­
protected pleasure for the rest 
of your life? Is it worth living 
for that one unprotected mo­
ment when you could have 
so many more of those mo­
ments if you only protect 
yourself?
AIDS is not some disease 
only homosexuals or drug 
users or prostitutes get; it is a 
disease that strikes anyone, 
anywhere. Like they say, 
AIDS knows no race, creed, 
sex, religion, nationality; 
AIDS can strike anyone.
If all of us had a choice 
right now between living and 
dying, I think that most of us, 
if not all, would choose to 
live. So hold onto that thought 
and use it. Take the initiative, 
protect yourself, protect your 
future.





Continued from page 6
It is great to see how the 
American society has incor­
porated another prejudice. In 
the fifties and sixties were the 
Communists and “colored 
people.” In the nineties, the 
witch hunt is against smok­
ers; the only thing missing is 
Senator Joseph McCarthy. I 
wonder if they already have 
a “black list.”
I believe that the intelli­
gence of each country rests 
in its capacity for understand­
ing the different needs of each 
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CAMPUS STORES OF MASS., INC.
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 




WE INVITE YOUR COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS ON THIS SURVEY AND 
ON OTHER ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE. HOW ARE WE DOING? YOUR INPUT IS VERY IMPORTANT 
TO US AS WE STRIVE TO CONTINUE OUR LEADERSHIP ROLE IN THE 
INDUSTRY. OUR CHALLENGE AS YOUR BOOKSTORE IS TO FIND NEW 




ERIC A. CRESSMAN 
PRESIDENT
CAMPUS STORES OF MASS., INC.
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
148 CAMBRIDGE STREET 
BOSTON, MA02114
COMMENTS:.
MEMBERS OF: COLLEGE STORES OF NEW ENGLAND S NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE STORES
THE FOLLOWING SURVEY WAS DONE IN LATE SUMMER AND EARLY 
FALL BETWEEN THE SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE AND 9 
OTHER COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORES IN THE GREATER 
BOSTON AREA. THE SURVEY COVERS TEXTBOOK PRICES, GENERAL 
APPEARANCE, STORE HOURS, PURCHASE AND REFUND POLICIES 
AND BOOK “BUY BACK” POLICIES.
OF THE 85 TEXTBOOK TITLES THAT WERE PRICE CHECKED, 80 OF 
THE 85 TITLES WERE WITHIN 15(C OF SUFFOLK’S PRICES. THIS SLIGHT 
DISCREPANCY IS DUE TO DIFFERENT ROUNDING PROCEDURES.
FIVE TITLES WERE NOT WITHIN 15$ OF SUFFOLK. ONE TITLE WAS 
50$ LESS AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY, ONE WAS $3.50 LESS AT 
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY, TWO WERE MORE AT BUNKER HILL 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE — ONE BY 60$ AND ONE BY $2.05, AND ONE 
TITLE WAS 25$ LESS AT BOSTON COLLEGE.
. s -•
. . SUFFOLK ■ ' - EMERSON BUNKER HILL BOSTON UNIV. BOSTON COLLEGE NORTHEASTERN UNIV. MASS. SIMMONS BRIDGEWATER BRISTOL C.C.
GENERAL
APPEARANCE
Stoielroni neat, clean, 
organized and well 
merchandised.
Books easy to tmd. 
Clearly marked 
purchase, refund and 
buyback policies.
Storefront clean.
Books easy to find. 
Clearly marked refund 
policy posted.





Books easy to find. 
Clearly marked 
refund and buyback 
policy posted.
6U Mall text tevel 
very disorganized. 
Shelved angled.
Books hard to locate. 
Store clean but not 












Books easy to find.
Refund, buyback 










Books easy to find. 




Books easy to find.




Books easy to find. 




Mon Thurs: 8:00-8:00 
Friday; 8:00-6:00 
Saturday: 9:00-2:00 





Open first and third
Sat. each month.




Open first 2 Saturdays 
each semester only. 
Total per week: 45 
Shorter hours 
between semesters.
Mon Fri: 9:30-9:00 
Saturday: 12:00 6:00 
Sunday: 12:00 6:00 











Total per week: 57
Shorter summer 
hours, closed Sat.
Mon Thurs: 8:30 6:00 
Friday: 8:30 5:00 
Saturday: Closed
Total per week: 46% 
year round.
Mon Thurs; 9:00 5 00 
Friday: 9:00 4:00 
Saturday; Closed
Total per week: 39 
Shorter summer 
hours.
Mon Thurs: 6:00-5:00 
Friday 8 00 4:30 
Saturday; Closed
Except begin, semester 
Total per week: 44 V? 
Shorter summer 
hours.
Mon, Tues: 7:45 6:30 
Wed Fri; 7:45 4:30 
Saturday: 10:00-1:00 

























Textbooks- 21 days 
from purchase with 
receipt After 21 
days or without 
receipt - store credit. 
Nontext: 30 days 
from purchase 
with receipt.
Textbooks: 15 days 
from start of semester 
with receipt.
No store credit.
Nontext: 10 days 
from purchase 
with receipt.
Textbooks: 14 days 
from purchase 
within first 7 weeks 
with receipt.
No store credit.
Nontext: 14 days 
from purchase 
with receipt.
Textbooks: 14 days 
from purchase with 
receipt. Alter 14 days 
or without receipt- 
store credit.
Nontext: 14 days 
with receipt or 
discretion of store 
personnel.
Textbooks: 14 days 
from start of class 
with receipt. After
14 days or without 
receipt - wholesale 
buyback only.
No store credit.
Nontext: 14 days 
from purchase.





Nontext. 14 days 
from purchase 
with receipt.
Textbooks 15 days 
from start ol semester 
with receipt.
No store credit.
Nontext: 10 days 
from purchase 
with receipt.





Nontext: 14 days 
from purchase 
with receipt.
Textbooks: 30 days 
from semester start 
with receipt. Alter 
that 10 days only.
No store credit.
Nontext: 30 days 
from purchase 
with receipt.
Textbooks 15 days 
from semester start 
with receipt.
No store credit. 






50% begins at finals 
and ends 1 week 
prior to new 
semester.*
Year round.
50% for 2 weeks 
during finals only.
After 2 weeks, 
wholesale only.
Year round.
50% for 2 weeks 
during finals only.
Alter 2 weeks, 
wholesale only.
Year round.
50% for 2 weeks 
during finals only.
After 2 weeks, 
wholesale,only.
Year round.
50% lor 2 weeks 
during finals only.
After 2 weeks, 
wholesale only.
Year round. •
50V. for 2 weeks 
during finals only.
After 2 weeks, 
wholesale only.
Year round.
50V» for 2 weeks 
during finals only.
After 2 weeks, 
wholesale only.
Year round.
50% for 2 weeks 
during finals only.
Alter 2 weeks, 
wholesale only.
Year round
50% for 2 weeks 
during finals only
Alter 2 weeks, 
wholesale only.
Year round
50V. for 2 weeks 
during finals only
Alter 2 weeks 
wholesale only.
* BUYBACK IS A KEY POLICY THAT DISTINGUISHES SUFFOLK FROM THE 
OTHER 9 STORES ON THE SURVEY. WHILE ALL STORES BUY BOOKS 
BACK AT THE END OF EACH SEMESTER FOR 50% OF THE NEW BOOK 
•PRICE, ONLY SUFFOLK BUYS BACK AT 50% FOR MORE THAN 2 WEEKS.
■ SUFFOLK'S POLICY OF BUYING AT 50% FROM THE END OF ONE SEMESTER
UNTIL 1 WEEK PRIOR TO THE NEW SEMESTER RESULTS IN LOWER 
OVERALL PRICES TO STUDENTS THAN ANY OTHER STORE ON THE 
SURVEY AND MORE USED BOOKS AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN THE NEXT 
SEMESTER.
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BASKETBALL
Continued from page 12
his team faced. “Having played 
against M.I.T. before, I knew it would 
be tough to come back. I had my 
concerns.”
Suffolk would ease their head 
coach’s vexation with an offensive 
run of their own, slicing the Engi­
neers lead to six with just over 13 
minutes left to play. From there the 
game continued its manner from the 
first half, with both squads trading 
baskets at either end.
Until with 59 ticks remaining on 
the clock, the Engineers had posses­
sion and a two-point lead, and for all 
intent purposes the game appeared 
to be in the books, or seemed to be.
MIT would botch their shot and 
when a lay-up by Dave McLaren (14 
points on 54% shooting) fell true at 
the court’s other end, 17 seconds 
remained in regulation and this con­
test was tied.
M.I.T. had the ball again and 
before any fans watching had an iota 
of what was happening. Engineer 
Nikki Caruthers was fouled past mid­
court. Fouled, and the game’s out­
come hung in the balance.
“It was a very physical game,” 
Nelson said of the situation. “But I 
was really hoping the refs would let 
the players determine the game from 
the field, not from the free-throw 
line.”
Nevertheless, Caruthers sank both 
his free throws, thus setting up the 
theatrics mentioned earlier. Rams 
down by two. Four seconds left.
One shot for victory.
Too bad this production had the 
ending of a tragedy.
On Saturday, Suffolk fell to Tufts 
(12-2) 97-70 dropping their overall 
record to 8-10. Their next opponent 
is Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
(11-4) whom they play on Thursday. 
Tip-off is slated for 7:30.
H COLORS
Continued from page 12
tables.
The Cheering Club expressed 
concern with the turnout of students 
at Suffolk sporting events. “There 
are many great athletes here that 
people are not aware of,” said a mem­
ber of the cheering squad, “these 
athletes need support and deserve 
recognition.”
The Cheering Club also extended 
thanks to the fans that do attend 
games regularly and also invited oth­
ers to show their school spirit by 
supporting the athletic teams at Suf­
folk.
Advertise all over the 
Suffolk campus at 
once*«in the Suffolk 
Jouroal Contact Karen 
M. Courtney, 573-8068.
The Suffolk Journal 
Needs You!
YOUR student newspaper 
needs writers, copy editors, 
advertising representatives, 
or anyone interested in news 
writing or newspaper 
production.
Come on down to the
Journal offices, first floor 
of the Student Activities




for new Suffolk University students & dependents 
who will enroll in the Basic Student Plan
New students can still enroll for Supplemental Health Insurance for 1995 
Enrollment deadline is 2/19/95 for the coverage period starting 1/19/95.
Affordable Student Premiums - Start at $104 for coverage thru 9/1/95 
Increased Coverage - Adds $250,000 coverage to the Basic Student Plan
To enroll, pick up an enrollment card at University Health Services or 
call The Chickering Group at 800-966-7772.
N : f:u :A . *-
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University DateLine
Suffolk University’s Calendar of Events



























8:00 - 6:00 
4:30 - 5:30
Tuesday. 2/7


















Career Services Senior Seminar
CL AS Dean’s Meeting 
International Student Association Meeting 
International Students Co-Op Orientation 
Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
Black Student Union Lecture “The King Dream is Still Aliye’' 
Forensics Team Meeting 
GALAS Meeting 
Beta Alpha Psi Meeting
Women’s Basketball vs. Framingham State College 
Men’s Basketball vs. Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
American Repertory Theatre presents The Cryptogram
American Repertory Theatre presents The Cryptogram
Men’s Basketball vs. UM AS S/Boston
Women’s Basketball vs. UMASS/Boston
Ice Hockey Alumni Game
Varsity Ice Hockey vs. Assumption College




















American Repertory Theatre presents The Cryptogram 
American Repertory Theatre presents The Cryptogram
Beacon Yearbook Senior Portrait Retakes 
Graduate CLAS Career Workshop
Beacon Yearbook Senior Portrait Retakes 
Program Council Meeting 
CLAS Dean’s Meeting
I' •
Public Relations Student Society of America Meeting r 
Student Government Association Meeting 
Alpha Phi Omega Rush Meeting 
Philosophy Society Meeting
Black Student Union Lecture “Let’s Talk About AIDS” 
Beta Alpha Psi Meeting 
Graduate PLUS Luncheon
The Suffolk University Community: Myth or Reality?
Discussion Sponsored by Student Activities 
, Varsity Ice Hockey vs. Plymouth State College 
Women’s Basketball vs. Elms College 
MPA Association Meeting 
Men’s Basketball vs. Babson College 
American Repertory Theatre presents The Cryptogram
.. 4.-.. .
C. Walsh Theatre 
C. Walsh Theatre
Student Activity Center 428 
Fenton 438
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Rams get nipped by Engineers
By Ryan Foley
JOURNAL STAFF
BOSTON — The stage 
was set. The spot-lights turned 
on, the curtains drawn. The 
Rams had entangled them­
selves in another close bas­
ketball game, this time with 
MIT, and drama of the high­
est sorts was about to be 
played out.
Such was the position 
Suffolk found itself muddled 
in last Thursday at the Ram 
Dome, knitted in yet another 
tight contest and once again 
with the opportunity of sup­
plying the last-second dra­
matics. It was a script Arthur 
Miller would murder for.
With four seconds re­
maining in regulation and 
visions of the Fitchburg State 
Miracle dancing in their 
heads, the Rams regained 
possession of the basketball 
at their own end. Ninety- 
four feet was all that sepa­
rated them from victory or a 
tie.
Mark Bouchard in- 
bounded, and with the preci­
sion of a Super Bowl MVP 
quarterback, found an open 
man near the free-throw line. 
The man was Rick Ace (a 
team-high 20 points), and 
when the junior forward 
caught the ball, turned, and 
popped a fifteen-foot shot, 
he had the game-time crowd 
holding its collective breath. 
Were the Rams going to do 
the impossible again'} And 
one week to the night after 
their comeback versus 
Fitchburg?
Unfortunately not, for 
Ace’s shot touched only rim 
and Suffolk (8-9) was to 
trudge to their locker room at 
the short end of a 63-61 score. 
There would be no showing 
of Miracle Theatre this 
evening.
“One of the things we 
want to provide ourselves at 
the end of the game is an 
opportunity for victory,” said 
Coach Jim Nelson on the 
contest’s conclusion. “We 
provided ourselves that op­
portunity, but the victory just 
didn’t happen.”
Throughout the first half, 
there were insinuations that 
this was to be a tight affair. 
The lead changed hand nu­
merous times, before both 
colleges broke for half-time 
with Suffolk clinging to a 
one-point lead. The Rams 
outside-shooting was tepid 
at times (41% for the game), 
so it was their inside game 
that kept them competitive. 
In contrast, the Engineers 
-were hanging tough due to 
the accuracy of their own 
long-range shooters.
All this would change as 
the second half opened, with 
MIT (9-9) performing well in 
all aspects of its game; out­
side and inside. They quickly 
reeled off 12 consecutive 
points, before Mike Vieira 
finally stopped the bleeding 
at 17:01, nailing two free 
throws.
“I was concerned,” com­
mented Nelson on the deficit
BASKETBALL 
continued on page 10
Suffolk rolls over DanielWebster
By Ryan Foley
JOURNAL STAFF
The Lady Rams put the 
brakes on a four-game losing 
streak Thursday evening, 
notching a 52-33 win over 
Daniel Webster College. It 
may have been Suffolk’s best 
performance of the season 
and had Coach Ed Leyden 
touching upon many team 
positives.
“Progress is really the key 
word cohcerning the Daniel 
Webster game,” pointed out 
Leyden. “That game was re­
ally just a measuring stick to 
see how far we had come as 
a team. To be honest, though, 
we really just rolled over 
them.”
Rolled over indeed as the 
Lady Rams defense proved 
to be more than adamant in 
holding Daniel Webster to a 
mere 33 points, the lowest 
total any team has scored 
against Suffolk this year.
“We just dominated them 
(Daniel Webster) right from 
the four or five minute mark. 
We really have come a long 
way as a team,” Leyden com-




The Suffolk Team took 
two steps back last week.
The Rams have been a 
solid defensive team all sea­
son, and the goaltending has 
been outstanding. But on 
Thursday night, the defense 
was downright offensive.
Our Rams wasted a five 
goal performance by senior 
forward Rom Fama as 
StonehiU College scored a 
goal with 1:23 left in the Third 
period that put them on top, 
9-8.
“This was a tough game 
for goalie John Gilpatrick, 
who’s played well all year.”
Said Head Coach Bill Burns.
Sunday night the Rams 
traveled to Arlington to take 
on Western New England 
College, only to fall once 
more, 8-4. The score was tied 
4-4 until the Third perid when 
Western exploded with four 
goals.
“This is a building year 
for us,” Said Coach Burns. 
“We have a young team, and 
we’ve made some offensive 
mistakes.”
The Rams will be look­
ing to turn things around Sat­
urday night against Assump­
tion College. The 7:30 game 
will be played at Boston 
University’s Walter Brown 
Arena.
mented.
Thursday’s blow-out win 
also had the opportunity of 
providing the Lady Rams with 
some much-needed repose, 
something treasured this late 
in the basketball season.
“We were able to play 
everyone and let our starters 
rest,” Leyden said. “We 
clearly could have scored 
more had I not rested every­
one.”
On Saturday though, Suf­
folk received an idea of what
Daniel Webster College felt 
like 48 hours earlier.
Albertus Magnus Col­
lege, a team with only three 
losses for the year, played 
some staunch defense of their 
own brand, thus handing the 
Lady Rams a 77-20 defeat.
Next on the schedule for 
Suffolk (4-12) are home 
games versus Emerson 
College on Tuesday and 
Framingham State College on 
Thursday. Starting times for 




When a student sitting in 
the Sawyer Cafeteria was 
asked if she knew what 
Suffolk’s colors were, she 
replied, “Suffolk has school 
colors?”
Yes! Believe it or not, 
Suffolk does have school 
colors: blue and gold.
The Cheering Club at 
Suffolk has tried to bring 
about greater amounts of 
school spirit throughout the 
school. They cheer regularly 
at the men’s basketball and 
hockey home games and pro­
vide Suffolk with a base for 
school spirit.
On Friday, January 27, 
the Cheering Club sponsored 
“Spirit Day.” It was a day 
when some students wore 
blue and gold to show their 
school spirit. A table was set 
up in the cafeteria filled with 
shakers, cups and buttons that 
were given out to the student 
body.
Friday was also the an­
nual “Sports Rat,” sponsored 
by the Cheering Club and 
Program Council. The caf­
eteria was decorated in blue 
and gold, shakers were hung 
from the ceiling and Suffolk 
buttons and cups filled the
COLORS
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